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Abstract

We develop a computational tool that aligns motion cap-

ture (mocap) data to videos of 24-form simplified Taiji

(TaiChi) Quan, a scripted motion sequence about 5 min-

utes long. With only prior knowledge that the subjects

in video and mocap perform a similar pose sequence, we

establish inter-subject temporal synchronization and spa-

tial alignment of mocap and video based on body joint

correspondences. Through time alignment and matching

the viewpoint and orientation of the video camera, the 3D

body joints from mocap data of subject A can be correctly

projected onto the video performance of subject B. Ini-

tial quantitative evaluation of this alignment method shows

promise in offering the first validated algorithmic treatment

for cross-subject comparison of Taiji Quan performances.

This work opens the door to subject-specific quantified com-

parison of long motion sequences beyond Taiji.

1. Introduction

In the realms of health and sports, digital recording and

analysis of human movement provide rich content for per-

formance characterization and training. In this paper we ad-

dress some basic challenges involving spatiotemporal warp-

ing between 4D (3D+time) mocap data and 3D (2D+time)

video data. We focus on cross-modality alignment between

mocap and video data for Taiji routines performed by dif-

ferent subjects at different times.

Taiji Quan is a form of Chinese martial arts practiced

for competition and health purposes by millions of peo-

ple worldwide. Simplified 24-form Taiji Quan is comprised

of a scripted routine of 24 movement forms performed se-

quentially, usually taking 4-5 minutes to complete (Figure 1

Top). A distinctive feature of Taiji is its slow and seamless

transitions between poses, which introduces difficulties for

motion-segmentation based activity recognition methods.

We propose to leverage a prerecorded mocap routine per-

formed by an instrumented lab subject for analysis of video

sequences of other performers. The first and most crucial

step of this analysis is to align the mocap with the video

both temporally, in terms of time synchronization of dif-

ferent forms and movements, and spatially, by determining

camera viewpoint. A correct spatiotemporal alignment al-

lows for frame-by-frame pairing of joints detected in video

with labeled motion capture points, allowing the body joints

and limb segments of the performer to be projected and

overlaid onto the image frames. Using our method, two

video performers can be aligned through an underlying mo-

cap reference model. Figure 1 illustrates that our nonlinear

model-based method can achieve much better pose corre-

spondences than linear time warping.

The spatiotemporal alignment problem addressed here is

difficult because the recording modalities capture very dif-

ferent types of data (3D marker locations vs pixel intensi-

ties), recording parameters differ (resolution; frame rate),

and video capture conditions vary (viewpoint; lighting).

There are also significant technical hurdles raised by inter-

subject variation of body characteristics, performance pace,

style, and skill levels. In general, we consider a progression

of mocap to video matchings in difficulty as follows:

1. Simultaneous Data Mapping: both mocap and video

are recorded at the same time of the same subject;

2. Intra-Subject Mapping: mocap and video are of the

same person but recorded at different times;

3. Inter-Subject Mapping: mocap and video come from

two different performers, and the video may come from an

unknown source camera (e.g. YouTube video).

Our work demonstrates that it is feasible to achieve sus-

tained spatiotemporal alignment of a prerecorded mocap se-

quence with video of a lengthy, complex human action per-

formed by different subjects. Other contributions include

Figure 1: Top: 24-form simplified Taiji is a scripted ac-

tion sequence [11]. Bottom: Inter-subject alignment results.

A reference subject (in box) is aligned with a second per-

former using linear time warping (above box) and nonlinear

warping computed by our algorithm (below box).
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Figure 2: Overview of our method for matching motion capture data to video through temporal and spatial alignment.

the use of MCMC to search for camera parameters yielding

spatial alignment and a dataset with measured ground truth

for pose estimation evaluation.

2. Related Work

2.1. Understanding Movement, Activity, and Action

Motion perception has been described in [1] as a hier-

archical model similar to the building blocks of language,

with movements (letters) like jump, sit, and throw being the

fundamental unit, activities (words) like load boxes, shoot

free throws, and chop wood being composed of multiple

movements, and actions (sentences) like make breakfast,

swing dance, and repair a car being a series of activities.

In this paper we take a global to local top-down approach to

correlate actions so that activities and then movements can

be more easily matched.

2.2. Current Commercial Methods

The use of video to analyze movements and simple ac-

tivities has developed significantly over the last 25 years.

Gait analysis as a tool for medical diagnostics [20] is a ma-

ture field. Activity analysis is used commercially in pro-

fessional sports to perfect everything from baseball pitches

[12] to golf swings [19]. Current commercial methods are

limited to movements and simple or repetitive activities.

2.3. Finding Joints by Leveraging Motion Capture

Our work employs alignment and warping procedures to

leverage motion capture data for 3D pose analysis of video.

A recent work related to this is Zhou and De La Torre [30].

They track feature points using dense optical flow on seg-

ments of movements and assign trajectories to parts detected

independently on each frame. The mocap data is split into

equal sized segments, clustered using Procrustes analysis,

then spatiotemporally matched with the video trajectories.

While this approach is promising, it suffers from a high

computational cost, is designed for movements, and no code

was available for quantitative comparison when requested.

Our approach differs in that we separate temporal and spa-

tial matching into different, interleaved steps, and we align

an entire sequence of video with a complete motion capture

sequence at the action level.

2.4. Convolutional Pose Machines

To align an articulated human body model to a person in

video, we must overcome the twin problems of pose estima-

tion and body part segmentation. From 2D data alone there

are large variations in image appearance caused by pose,

viewpoint, clothing, illumination, and clutter.

For localizing 2D body joint positions, Convolutional

Neural Networks (CNNs) are currently the state-of-the-art

[25, 14, 22, 6, 21, 2]. The algorithms either directly out-

put the joint coordinates [25], regress into a heat map for

each joint [14, 22], or use the output of the CNN as a fea-

ture descriptor [6]. There have also been pose detection al-

gorithms specifically designed for video that capitalize on

optical flow [22, 9, 33, 23] or that use spatial and tempo-

ral tracking [5]. Many of these algorithms are trained and

tested on images of people in mostly upright, standing po-

sitions, facing the camera. Convolutional Pose Machines

(CPM) [27] leverages deep learned features for human pose

detection, and passes the image feature maps back into the

network multiple times to help localize the joints. Cao et

al. [3] extends this work by adding pairwise dependencies

between each connected set of joints to improve the accu-

racy of the pose and to aid in multi-person tracking.

One persistent issue with all single image pose detectors
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is missing parts due to self-occlusion. Attempts to eliminate

those errors either work with depth information [7], without

depth information [9, 18], or by estimating occurrences be-

tween parts [28]. Another common difficulty is distinguish-

ing between Observer-Centric (OC) versus Person-Centric

(PC) body labels [10]. Determining whether an arm or leg

is a left or right limb requires knowing whether the subject

is facing towards or away from the camera. Both issues,

occlusion and left/right ambiguity, are easily solved in our

framework by leveraging 3D motion capture data to guide

interpretation of 2D image detections.

2.5. Temporal Alignment

Time alignment presents three levels of difficulty. The

first is correlating video recorded simultaneously with the

mocap data (Simultaneous). The second is correlating video

recorded at a different time but of the same subject (Intra-

subject). The third and most difficult is correlation of video

and mocap from two independent subjects (Inter-subject).

A 2 DoF linear transformation allows for time scaling

and offset with as little as one pair of time series. Our linear

transform approach leverages the head position as the cross-

modal feature. The change in height over time of a subject’s

head is relatively insensitive to viewing angle for upright

cameras, and is also easily computed from the mocap data.

For the special case of simultaneous mocap-video record-

ing, linear mapping is capable of providing optimal tem-

poral correlation. Intra-subject pairing requires more than

slope/intercept transformations because, no matter the skill

level, each subject has temporal variations in performance

that cause nonlinear temporal differences between capture

sessions. Inter-subject pairings face additional challenges

due to variable skill level, physical ability, and body at-

tributes (height, weight, gait) of the different subjects. Both

intra- and inter-subject pairings require a higher degree of

freedom nonlinear transformation for temporal alignment,

but a linear mapping can still provide a reasonable initial

time alignment to then be refined.

The current state-of-the-art method for temporal map-

ping comes from Zhou and De La Torre, who propose

three different methods for aligning temporal data: Dy-

namic Time Warping (DTW); Canonical Time Warping

(CTW)[32]; and Generalized Canonical Time Warping

(GCTW) [29, 31]. DTW is a dynamic programming ap-

proach based on aligning sequences to minimize total ℓ2
distance. DTW has the limitation that it cannot weight the

feature vectors or be used with multi-modal data since both

datasets need to have the same dimensionality. CTW com-

bines the DTW algorithm and Canonical Correlation Anal-

ysis to perform feature selection and dimensionality reduc-

tion while aligning signals of different dimensions. GCTW

extends CTW by allowing multi-set analysis.

2.6. Other Datasets

There are NO existing multi-modal datasets comparable

to our Taiji dataset. Berkeley MHAD dataset [26] used by

[30] contains a small collection of atomic scripted move-

ments, but the data have little relationship to our action

performance focus and contain few repeated performances.

The Human3.6M dataset [13, 4] is a mix of unscripted per-

formances with a variety of takes per performer. However, it

only contains subjects performing unrepeatable, free-form

simple activities, which are also not relevant to this re-

search. The CMU Graphics Lab Motion Capture Database

[16] contains a broad range of performances and perform-

ers. Most of the data are movements or multiple activities

but almost none of the activities are repeated and none are

scripted. As far as the authors are aware, aside from the

dataset we have collected, there are no multi-modal datasets

(mocap with video) containing scripted and repeated ac-

tions available for experimental testing and evaluation.

3. Our Approach

Figure 2 presents an overview of the proposed approach.

The core is an interleaving of temporal and spatial align-

ment routines, aimed at bringing the 3D mocap model data

into alignment with the 2D video. Temporal and spatial

alignments run in two sequential stages, global and local

alignment. Loosely speaking, global alignment performs a

linear estimation to coarsely fit the mocap data to the video

data, while local alignment estimates a nonlinear fit.

3.1. Preparing Input Datasets

3.1.1 Joints Extracted from Mocap

The reference mocap model contains a time series of 12 la-

beled 3D joint positions providing information about posi-

tion of body segments and movement of each labeled joint

with a joint position accuracy of less than 0.5mm. The mo-

cap model thus provides prior information in the form of

a complete, 4D “script” of what poses and motions to ex-

pect at each stage of a 24-form Taiji performance. The raw

motion capture data provided by Vicon Nexus software can

suffer several deficiencies that need to be corrected to pro-

vide a clean reference model, and Vicon’s provided plug-

in gait model does not sufficiently address them. We have

therefore developed a homemade algorithm that performs

the following steps: automated marker labeling; missing

data replacement (gap filling); high frequency noise filter-

ing; and marker to joint modeling. These cleaning steps re-

sult in every frame of a mocap sequence having a 3D joint

measured with sub-millimeter accuracy for each of our 12

joint locations. This post-processing requires one hour per

minute of raw mocap data, averaging 5 hours of cleaning

per capture. Cleaning mocap data is a task required for any
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mocap data capture and is implemented in an automatic pro-

cess integrated as part of the Vicon system.

3.1.2 Joints Extracted from Video

Given video of a subject performing 24-form Taiji, we

apply 2D joint detection by Convolutional Pose Machines

(CPM) [27, 3] to extract the 12 joints of a performer in each

video frame. This is an image appearance-based method

and quality of extracted joints is much lower than the mo-

cap measurement data. Because the CPM joint data is

detected independently for each frame, the detections are

noisy and inconsistent, especially for highly mobile body

parts like wrists, elbows, and ankles. The method can not

find self-occluded joints, and may yield duplicate joint de-

tections. We have developed an automated, video-based

method for post processing the raw CPM joint detections to

“clean” many of these errors. A constant velocity Kalman

filter model is applied to track detected joints of a single

2D subject, verify/correct joint spatial consistency, fill in

short periods of missing data, correct left/right label swaps,

detect/remove outliers, improve the temporal consistency

of detected joints, and smooth high frequency localization

noise. After this completely automated cleaning process,

some self-occluded joints may still be missing (red curve in

Figure 4A,H) but there are improvements to consistency and

the periods of missing detections are shortened. Video joint

cleaning takes approximately 10 minutes and is required in-

dependent of the application of our method.

Additionally, we have observed that the visually defined

joint locations marked by CPM [3] differ from the bio-

mechanical points of rotation provided by the Vicon soft-

ware. Thus, when comparing CPM joints with ground truth

projected mocap joints, there can be a large spatial differ-

ence, as highlighted in Figure 3. The most accurate CPM

joint detections are the hips (purple curve) with an average

of 80% of detected hip joints being located within 10 pix-

els of the ground truth mocap joint location. The accuracy

is significantly worse for wrists, with an average of 20% of
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Figure 3: Accuracy of detected video joints generated by

[3] as compared to measured ground truth mocap joints,

shown as the percentage of detected joints within a given

distance of ground truth. 80% detection occurs within 10-

23 pixels depending on the joint type.

detected video joints being more than 23 pixels from the

corresponding mocap joint. These errors are not constant

2D offsets and retraining the network is not a viable op-

tion due to the expense of capturing mocap data. Figure 3

is interpreted in this paper as showing the radius of uncer-

tainty for the true position of a detected joint. For example,

hips detected by CPM have an 80% likelihood to be within

10 pixels of the ground truth mocap location. This inherent

noise in the video joint detection process creates a minimum

threshold (noise floor) for detection accuracy.

3.1.3 Video Mosaicing

Our spatial alignment method assumes a stationary camera

view. However, it can be adapted for panning and zoom-

ing video by first performing video mosaicing to align each

frame within a panoramic field of view. We generate a

panorama by iteratively aligning a series of video frames

using 3 DoF (translation+scale) transformations computed

by RANSAC from noisy correspondence matches between

sparse, corner intensity patches. More sophisticated meth-

ods could be used; video mosaicing is a well-developed area

[24] and is not a focus of this work.

3.2. Global Temporal Alignment

As an initial step, a global temporal alignment estimates

a linear time warp providing scale and offset between the

mocap and video time series data. Since this is the first step

in spatiotemporal alignment, we do not assume a known

viewing direction. However, assuming the very common

case of upright camera view, we use the position of the sub-

ject’s head over time. In the mocap data this is simple to

extract by following the bottom of the 3D head (neck joint)

of the subject relative to the floor (Z=0 plane). In the video

data, subject’s head height is provided by taking the max-

imum of the vertical distance between the detected head

and the ankles of both feet, since one foot is always on the

ground in 24-form Taiji.

Global temporal alignment is a two parameter linear

mapping between the mocap and video sampling time in-

dices: tvideo = a ∗ tmocap + b. The temporal offset b is

determined by correlating normalized derivatives of the two

height signals. Time scale a is computed as the ratio be-

tween known video and mocap sampling rates.

3.3. Global Spatial Alignment

A correct alignment between camera coordinates and

video allows 3D motion capture joints to be projected into

spatial registration with 2D joints of a performer in video.

Since the video subject is not necessarily wearing visible

markers, we use approximate 2D joint locations determined

by the CPM algorithm[3].

We use multiple frames spread out across the sequence

to maximize the spread of observed points used to compute
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the spatial alignment. Although off-the-shelf perspective-

n-point (PnP) registration [17] works well for Simultaneous

recordings, it fails for intra- and inter-subject alignment. We

therefore adopt a stochastic search method, Markov Chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC), which has been shown previously to

be a viable general purpose method for robustly estimating

camera pose [15].

Let the camera projection model that projects 3D point

Pi into 2D point pi be pi = Φ(Pi|R, c, θ) for known in-

ternal camera parameters θ and external camera parameters

(R, c) that we want to solve for. To assess quality of a hy-

pothesized R and c, we define a Gibbs likelihood function:

L(R, c) ∝ exp{−

N∑

i=1

D(pi,Φ(Pi|R, c, θ))} (1)

where D measures distance between 2D image points. We

use a robust distance function that clamps the Euclidean dis-

tance at a max threshold (e.g. 100 pixels). Using MCMC to

explore modes of this likelihood function is equivalent to

exploring camera poses having high likelihood.

The key to an efficient MCMC sampler is to define pro-

posal “moves” that map current parameter values into new

values that are likely to score as well or better than the

current state. We define two proposal moves: a diffusion

move on camera location, and a novel modified diffusion

move over camera rotation. With these two move proposals,

searching for camera location and orientation proceeds iter-

atively using the standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

Location diffusion: Let (R, c) be the current state.

Sample a 3D offset vector from an isotropic zero-mean

Gaussian δ ∼ N(0, σ2I) and propose a new state (R, c+δ).
We currently use a standard deviation σ of 500mm.

Rotation diffusion: Let (R, c) be the current state. Per-

turb azimuth, elevation and roll angles by zero mean Gaus-

sian noise (standard deviation 1 degree) to form a proposed

rotation matrix S. Although it is tempting to make the new

state proposal be (S, c), this yields a bad move because

small changes in camera orientation can lead to large offsets

of 2D projected points in the image, resulting in a high re-

jection rate. To fix this problem, when proposing a new ori-

entation matrix S we also solve for a location d so that the

camera-centered coordinates of all 3D marker points stay

roughly the same. This is set up as a least squares problem

minimizing the following equation over d:

E(d) =

N∑

i=1

‖S(pi − d)−R(pi − c) .‖ (2)

The location that minimizes E is

d̂ = (I − STR)p̄+ STR c (3)

where p̄ =
∑

i pi/N is the center of mass of the 3D marker

points across all images being used. The new proposed state

becomes (S, d̂ ).

3.4. Local Temporal Alignment

Local temporal alignment is achieved with canonical

time warping (CTW) [32], which nonlinearly maps one time

sequence to another to allow short-duration localized time

expansions or dilations. This nonlinear warping is needed

because there are fluctuations in performance speed even

for the same subject trying to repeat the same routine.

To achieve more accurate and flexible temporal align-

ment per frame, we adapt the techniques of [32] to use the

joints of the 3D mocap model projected into 2D using the

previously calculated global spatial alignment. These pro-

jected 2D mocap joints are then paired with the correspond-

ing 2D joints detected from the video by CPM. All joint

pairs are used to determine a frame by frame time warping

constrained by the restriction of maintaining causality with

a monotonically increasing warp. CTW is used to seek a

nonlinear time warping function that minimizes

J(Vx, Vy,Wx,Wy) = ‖V T
x XWx − V T

y YWy‖
2
F (4)

where X and Y are the two multidimensional joint sig-

nals to be aligned, Wx and WY specify the time warping,

and Vx and Vy project the multi-dimensional signals into

a canonical coordinate system that maximizes their corre-

lation. Subject to a set of monotonicity and boundary con-

straints, the time warping components Wx and Wy are com-

puted optimally using dynamic programming.

3.5. Local Spatial Alignment

After nonlinear time warping, spatial alignment is per-

formed again to re-estimate camera pose, this time using

the updated temporal mapping of 3D mocap frames to 2D

image frames. We use the same MCMC-based camera pose

estimation algorithm described in Section 3.3. This loop

of refinement, using time warp Ti to estimate camera pose

(Ri, ci), which is then used to estimate a new time warp

Ti+1, may be iterated multiple times until convergence. In

our experiments to follow, we require four iterations or less

to achieve steady state of spatiotemporal alignment.

Even after multiple refinement iterations, mocap data

may not project perfectly onto the corresponding video

frames due to subject and performance variability. To ad-

dress this remaining error, an additional 2D translational

offset for each frame is calculated to bring the projected

mocap points more closely into alignment with detected 2D

CPM joint locations, and is computed as the median of the

remaining point-to-point residual difference errors. This is

a form of non-rigid spatial alignment, since the resulting

camera projection across the sequence can no longer be de-

scribed by a single center of perspective.

4. Experimental Results

We have collected a dataset of 24-form Taiji perfor-

mances by recording both motion capture and video using
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a Vicon Nexus motion capture system. We evaluate three

types of matching between motion capture data and video:

1. Simultaneous (same time, same subject);

2. Intra-Subject (different time, same subject);

3. Inter-Subject (different time, different subject).

4.1. Data Collection

Our Vicon data collection system consists of the Nexus

software and 12 IR Cameras providing sub-millimeter mo-

cap accuracy in a 20x30x14 foot capture volume at 100Hz

sampling rate. We captured 5 subjects performing 24-form

Taiji multiple times. Subject 5 was also captured using two

integrated Vicon Vue 1080HD cameras at 50FPS. Video

from the Vue cameras is temporally synchronized and spa-

tially calibrated with the motion capture cameras, with pre-

cise calculation of position, orientation, and optical distor-

tion all integrated as part of the Nexus software, yielding

a video to motion capture alignment error of less than 2

pixels. All other lab subjects (1,2,3,4) were recorded using

independent Sony XV2100 720x480 DV cameras record-

ing at 29.97FPS. The Sony cameras are not synchronized

nor calibrated for position and orientation with respect to

the mocap system. They have been calibrated to remove

optical lens distortion, however. An additional video per-

former, subject 6 in Section 4.4, is from a downloaded pub-

lic YouTube video captured by an unknown camera with

1280x720 resolution.

4.2. Simultaneous Alignment Results

Our data collection system is a hardware/software sys-

tem that provides temporal synchronization and calibrated

spatial alignment of video and mocap. For the special case

of calibrated, synchronously recorded datasets, we therefore

know the ground truth temporal alignment, spatial align-

ment, and camera viewpoint as determined by the highly

accurate Vicon system. This spatiotemporal ground truth

provides a foundation for quantitative evaluation of our al-

gorithm as well as CPM joints detected by [3].

Figure 4A shows the spatiotemporal error of our method

compared to ground truth for mocap of subject5-session5

(5-5). Our algorithm has a mean temporal error of 5ms with

a standard deviation of 159ms, a median temporal error of 2

ms, and a peak error of 860 ms. A large peak in temporal er-

ror (orange curve) of 670ms during video frames 8800-9000

(Figure 4E) is caused by a larger than usual percentage of

missed CPM joint detections (only 66% detected). There

are also temporal errors at the start (530ms at frame 50) and

end (860ms at frame 13160) of the performance when the

subject is standing still – these have minimal effect on spa-

tial error or visual alignment. Figure 4 shows qualitative

examples of video frames with both good (B-D) and poor

(E-G) spatial alignment results. (A complete video with

overlaid results is included in supplemental material.) Si-

Simultaneous CPM [3] Ours

Joint µ±σ Median % Det µ±σ Median %Det

Right Shoulder 8.6±5.8 7.7 100.0 8.0±4.1 7.5 100

Right Elbow 14.6±18.0 10.0 100.0 8.4±5.7 7.2 100

Right Wrist 19.6±28.4 11.3 97.6 11.5±8.4 9.7 100

Left Shoulder 9.9±5.1 9.5 100.0 8.0±5.2 7.5 100

Left Elbow 18.1±22.0 10.8 99.6 8.8±6.0 7.5 100

Left Wrist 25.6±33.1 13.8 94.9 11.7±8.1 9.6 100

Right Hip 7.5±4.0 6.9 100.0 4.8±3.2 4.3 100

Right Knee 11.6±8.6 10.9 99.9 6.1±4.1 5.3 100

Right Ankle 22.3±58.8 13.6 99.9 10.5±16.8 9.4 100

Left Hip 6.9±3.7 6.5 100.0 5.7±3.2 5.0 100

Left Knee 8.3±11.4 6.6 100.0 7.8±4.2 7.0 100

Left Ankle 16.2±16.2 13.7 99.9 10.5±5.0 9.5 100

All Joints 14.1±24.4 9.8 99.3 8.5±7.4 7.4 100

Intra-subject CPM [3] Ours

Joint µ±σ Median % Det µ±σ Median % Det

Right Shoulder 12.5±8.4 10.8 100.0 9.4±6.8 7.8 100

Right Elbow 18.4±18.7 13.3 100.0 12.1±8.9 10.0 100

Right Wrist 26.8±30.3 17.3 97.9 17.4±15.5 13.8 100

Left Shoulder 13.5±8.1 9.4 100.0 10.0±6.8 8.5 100

Left Elbow 21.6±21.4 15.4 99.7 12.4±8.8 10.2 100

Left Wrist 29.2±33.1 17.7 95.0 17.6±14.2 13.9 100

Right Hip 8.8±6.3 7.2 100.0 7.6±19.3 6.0 100

Right Knee 9.9±8.4 8.1 100.0 9.6±18.6 7.9 100

Right Ankle 21.5±60.9 11.5 100.0 12.7±23.6 10.5 100

Left Hip 8.5±5.2 7.5 100.0 7.1±18.2 5.6 100

Left Knee 9.1±10.5 6.7 100.0 8.9±17.3 7.8 100

Left Ankle 15.1±14.4 12.1 99.9 11.5±17.6 9.6 100

All Joints 14.4±23.8 9.5 99.4 11.4±15.9 8.7 100

Table 1: Quantitative analysis of spatial alignment relative

to ground truth for CPM [3] and our method with errors

measured as ℓ2 pixel distances (lower is better) for one sub-

ject, a beginner. Best values are shown in bold. Also shown

are percentages of joints detected. Our method locates all

joints all the time because it is based on 3D mocap data.

multaneous results requires iterating spatiotemporal warp-

ing twice to achieve a steady state temporal warp.

Table 1 presents a statistical evaluation of spatial align-

ment both by our algorithm and the CPM-detected joints

[3] compared to ground truth. The table shows µ, σ, and

median of offset errors for each of the 12 joints and all

joints combined. This can be done only for simultaneous

and intra-subject pairings where the ground truth is mea-

sured spatially and temporally. The table shows our method

produces better localization overall and lower standard de-

viations for most joints. Our method has 100% detection,

while [3] does not because it can not detect occluded joints.

4.3. Intrasubject Alignment Results

For mocap subject5-session5 and video subject5-

session4 (5-4), linear time warping is no longer sufficient

due to variations in pacing and movement between the two

performances. Time warping is difficult to evaluate quan-

titatively in non-simultaneous captures because of the in-

ability to capture temporal ground truth. However, we can

still evaluate the alignment of projected mocap data over-

laid on the video, and consider residual spatial errors as due

to the time alignment’s secondary impact. Figure 4H shows

that our method when applied to intra-subject data produces
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Figure 4: Spatiotemporal error of synchronously recorded mocap and video of subject 5, session 5 (A-G). Intra-subject

pairing with mocap subject 5, session 5 and video subject 5, session 4 (H-N). A,H: Graphs demonstrating the accuracy of

the matching where average spatial errors are 8.5 and 11.4 pixels even with up to 33% and 25% of joints not detected by [3]

(Figure 3) for simultaneous and intra-subject video recordings, respectively. The maximum error in mocap data collection is

2 pixels based on the Vicon calibration data. B-D and I-K are examples of low error frames while E-G and L-N are examples

of high error frames. The frame numbers for each image are B:2561, C:7885, D:9108, E:9000, F:10526, G:11920, I:3888,

J:7556 K:10275, L:7900, M:9822, N:12509.

comparable spatial alignment results to simultaneous map-

pings. The spatial error mean is 11.4 pixels, below the 16

pixel average offset needed for joints from [3] as shown in

Figure 3. (A video with overlaid results is included in the

supplemental material.) Qualitative overlays are shown for

both good (I-K) and poor (L-M) spatial alignments. This

intra-subject pairing requires iterating spatiotemporal warp-

ing three times to achieve a steady state temporal warp.

4.4. Intersubject Alignment Results

A large number of historical videos of Taiji perfor-

mances exist. We wish to leverage this rich set of video

resources to study Taiji masters’ skills, analyze diversity

of performance styles, and preserve cultural heritage. We

take a first step towards this goal by aligning mocap data

from subject1-session1 recorded in our lab against a public

YouTube video of Master performer Jiamin Gao (subject 6)

of China [8]. We did not record the Gao video, and had no

control over acquisition conditions or camera parameters.

Neither temporal nor spatial ground truth is available

for this inter-subject experiment. However, qualitative vi-

sualization of the alignment shows strong temporal corre-

lation as evidenced by synchronized movements (a video

with overlaid results is included in the supplemental mate-

rial). As can be seen from Figure 5, the pose of the subject

in key frames matches reasonably well with the pose of the

overlaid mocap data, indicating good temporal alignment.

This inter-subject pairing requires iterating spatiotemporal

warping five times to achieve a steady state temporal warp-

ing.

In previous experiments, we quantified spatial error

with ground truth mocap joint locations in the video and

then compared our methods spatial error compared to that

ground truth. We also did the same for joints detected by

CPM [3] as a comparable method. However, since the video

was selected from YouTube there are no ground truth error

locations in the video as there is no mocap data recorded.

As a result, spatial error can not be determined for either

our method or CPM joints and therefore Figure 5 only in-

cludes qualitative examples.
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Figure 5: Spatiotemporal comparison of an inter-subject

pair, mocap 1-1, video 6-3. A-F visualize sample frames

overlaid with detected CPM video joint skeletons (Pink) and

those produced by our algorithm (Blue). A, B, C are low

error frames (3341, 3894, 4439). D, E, F are high error

frames (1804, 5819, 8215). Complete video is included in

the supplemental material.

The key technical hurdle of inter-subject mappings is

subject variability. Each subject has a different body shape

and size, and varying skill level differences involving range

of motion, balance, flexibility and stride. For example, a

novice may not be able to lift their leg as high or lunge as

low as an advanced or master performer. All of these subject

and performance differences negatively impact the quality

of the resulting spatial joint alignment. Another contribut-

ing factor to the diferences between our method and CPM

[3] is presented in Figure 3, where CPM joints are mea-

suring slightly different body locations than Vicon mocap

joints, and can be tens of pixels off in the image.

Figure 6 visualizes a small section of the calculated time

warping between mocap of Subject5-Session2 and video of

Subject1-Session1. The vertical “cliff” in the mapping is

a time period where roughly 2.4 seconds of mocap data is

compressed to align with merely 1/3 of a second of video

data. This happens because the mocap subject incorrectly

performs four copies of a “cloud hands” movement instead

of the usual three. As a result, mocap time needs to be accel-

erated to catch back up with the video performer, who was

doing the correct sequence of movements. (A video clip of

our method adapting to a performer mistake is included in

the supplemental material.)

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an approach to temporally and spa-

tially align motion capture data of a subject performing 24-

form Taiji with video data of either the same or different

AA

BB

CC

Figure 6: Inter-subject spatiotemporal alignment: when

the mocap subject (green skeleton) mistakenly performs an

additional unscripted action, our non-linear time warping

method is capable to align the two sequences by speeding

up the mocap subject motion. A-C demonstrates the align-

ments before, during and after the mistake. Example video

is included in the supplemental material.

performer. This preliminary work is a stepping stone for ac-

curate localization of joints and body segments in 2D video,

a precursor for comparison and analysis of the quality of

two independent video performances.

Inter-subject alignment is challenging due to large vari-

ation in body shape and performance skill/style, requiring

far more spatial transformation flexibility than is available

by choosing a 6-DoF camera viewpoint. Our future work

will explore adding physically-meaningful parameters into

the MCMC spatial alignment search to adjust for different

body sizes and limb rotation angles.

While the CPM method [3] used for detecting joints in

video is state of the art, quantitative evaluation of its joint

localization accuracy has not been done before, and our re-

sults (Figure 3; Table 1) indicate that CPM joints are off-

set from the biomechanical rotational joints measured by

the Vicon mocap system. Improvements in 2D image based

joint detection, such as reducing missed detections and in-

creasing localization accuracy, could yield the largest im-

provement to both temporal and spatial alignment across all

pairing types.
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